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Attached for your consideration is the FY 2022-23 Requested Budget for the City Budget
Office (CBO). The CBO submission includes two requests for one-time General Fund
resources in accordance with the Mayor’s Budget Guidance. These requests are
summarized below, and full package details are included with our budget submission:
•

•

$181,000 in one-time General Fund resources to support a Limited Term Analyst
III. This position will add capacity to build upon project-specific initiatives, such
as the City’s Budget and Level of Service Maps and additional analytical support
for Citywide issues. Our current Citywide Analyst is dedicated a significant
amount of time to ARPA and this funding will enable greater capacity to address
Mayor and Council priority analysis projects.
$1,464,496 in one-time General Fund resources to launch a pilot Innovation
Team in the City Budget Office over a two-year time period. The Innovation
Team builds upon past and current work within the budget office and would
deploy a proven model which empowers bureaus and staff to work together to
continuously identify wasted resources – time, effort, money – ultimately
leading to ability to reinvest those resources and yield the most public value
possible. This Innovation Team would be a two-year pilot and would sunset if
significant outcomes are not realized during the pilot phase.

These two decision packages are aimed towards the City’s goals of supporting our core
values of financial responsibility, transparency, and collaboration. While we have
difficult choices ahead of us this budget season, I appreciate and support the Budget
Office’s focus on an inclusive and transparent budget process, and the potential to build
infrastructure to support data led decisions and innovations of service delivery.
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FY 2022-23 Budget Advisory Committee Report
The City Budget Office’s Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) convened on January 13, 2022. The
committee members include Lisa Shaw (community member), Jennifer Martinez (community member),
Jonna Papaefthimiou (Portland Bureau of Emergency Management) and Asena Canbaz-Lawrence (Office
of Equity and Human Rights/Equity Manager).
Since the BAC last met one year ago, the staff of the City Budget Office – as with many City bureaus –
have undergone substantial change. The bureau reported experiencing approximately 50% staff
turnover since January of 2021. The bureau shared that as of the meeting they are again fully staffed;
however, the amount of turnover has required a substantial amount of leadership’s time and focus over
the past several months. The Committee was pleased to hear that, despite wrestling with significant
change and challenges, the CBO has continued to make progress on some of the core values and
feedback from the BAC in last years’ meeting and is aligning their strategic priorities and budget
packages with BAC recommendations.
BAC members were happy to hear that the survey was moving forward, which was supported by the
BAC in last year’s budget process and funded by the Council and the BAC is very interested in the
survey’s progress and promise. In particular, the BAC encourages the budget office to be very thoughtful
around the outreach and translation of the survey to ensure that the City captures accurate information
from currently and historically underserved and under-engaged Portlanders.
BAC members appreciate the Director’s focus on humanity and equity as part of her vision. BAC
members laud the Budget Office’s commitment to equity and anti-racism. Because the budget office is
primarily an internal facing bureau it can be harder for them to identify and define the role they play in
directly countering the many forms of racism; however, the Office’s ability to help hold the City
accountable to anti-racist practices and processes is extremely important.
The BAC is interested in the City Budget Office’s ability to continue building trust with community
members and improving engagement opportunities with community members and organizations. The
BAC discussed ways in which engagement opportunities could be improved, including partnering with
bureaus and focusing on engagement earlier in the process which bureaus are responsible for
conducting.
Due to time constraints, the BAC was only able to offer decision package feedback over email. BAC
members support the innovation team model as an important opportunity to enhance bureau

productivity, and stress that building the program as a partnership with bureaus is essential to success.
BAC members are also supportive of the request for staff capacity in particular to expand the practice of
budget mapping and support Charter Commission work as needed. The BAC did discuss opportunities
and options to realign internal resources, and one BAC member encouraged the budget office to
consider outsource budget production work and other administrative work as a way to build more value
with our staff resources. The budget office hires mainly analysts and so should be prioritizing their time
to be analysts.
Overall, the BAC enjoyed getting together after yet another year of challenge and change and look
forward to continued conversations with the budget office as they focus on improving their service,
equity and collaboration.
The following BAC members unanimously agree to the statements in this report:
Lisa Shaw, Community Budget Advisor
Jennifer Martinez, Community Budget Advisor
Jonna Papaefthimiou, Chief Resiliency Officer
Asena Canbaz-Lawrence, Equity Manager
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Revised
FY 2021-22
$3,401,754

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23
$5,241,634

Change from
Prior Year
$1,839,880

Percent
Change
54%

$3,401,754
17.00

$5,241,634
22.00

$1,839,880
5.00

54%
29.41%
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Bureau Summary
Bureau Mission
The City Budget Office (CBO) provides timely, accurate, and unfiltered information
and analysis regarding budgeting, forecasting, and fiscal policy issues to the
Mayor, Commissioners, City Auditor, City bureaus, and the public.

Bureau Overview
The City Budget Office’s primary function involves coordinating the development
of the City’s budget, including analysis and recommendations of each bureau’s
operating and capital budget, financial plan, and performance measures. Duties
include monitoring the high-level expenditure and revenue trends of all City funds
throughout the fiscal year, coordinating budget amendments, analyzing City
programs and policies, reviewing ordinances for fiscal and policy impacts, and
providing fiduciary oversight of the General Fund and Cannabis Fund. Analysts
are available to City bureaus for consultation, training, and technical assistance in
matters related to budget, finance, and performance measurement and
management.
The City Budget Office coordinates Council-wide public involvement in the budget
process, providing staff support for the City’s Community Budget Advisors and
planning and staffing of the community budget forums and hearings. The office is
responsible for ensuring that the City meets all requirements of State Budget Law
regarding notices of public hearings and certification of the Approved Budget by
the Tax Supervising and Conservation Commission.
The Budget Director serves as the City’s Budget Officer. The economics and
forecasting section of the office monitors and forecasts General Fund revenues and
expenses, publishing five-year financial forecasts in December and April and
economic and revenue updates at the close of each quarter. This section develops
Current Appropriation Level targets for bureaus and programs that receive
General Fund discretionary and General Fund overhead funding. This section also
provides financial forecasts for the Recreational Cannabis Tax Fund, consults on
bond rating calls, and provides ad hoc economic analyses and presentations.
The City Budget Office also houses management and analysis functions for the
Portland Utility Board (PUB). The PUB is a community oversight body for the
Portland Water Bureau, the Bureau of Environmental Services, and City Council’s
management of these public utility bureaus. This is a separate program offer within
the City Budget Office funded from interagency resources from the Bureau of
Environmental Services and the Water Bureau.
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City Budget Office
Strategic Direction
Bureau Goals

The office focuses its efforts on achieving excellence in five primary areas: ensuring
the City meets its legal and fiduciary requirements during the development and
adoption of the City’s annual budget; conducting robust budget, policy, and
performance analysis; providing clear and concise deliverables for Council and the
public that capture analytical and budgetary information; facilitating transparent
decision-making for the equitable and financially sound delivery of public services,
and facilitating effective community-based budgetary and policy oversight of the
Utility bureaus via the Portland Utility Board.
Budget Processes
The core function of the office is to manage the budget development and budget
monitoring processes to ensure Council adopts budgets which promote financially
sound and equitable delivery of services. The CBO leads processes that:


Facilitate Mayor and Council decisions when addressing tradeoffs,



Optimize the overall value of service to the public with a focus on equitable and
sustainable outcomes,



Minimize the workload impact on Citywide staff by ensuring that budget
processes are efficient, and



Meaningfully engages and informs the public through readable and
informative information and analysis, and by supporting a panel of Citywide
Community Budget Advisors as well as public budget forums.

Centering Equity in Budgeting, Analysis, and Operations
The City Budget Office seeks to have a deep knowledge and understanding of the
relevant issues within all City bureaus and the analytical capabilities to evaluate
them. The Office continues to focus on connecting bureau budgets to operations
and performance in order to better identify and prioritize the public value of City
services, and to identify risks to - and solutions for - providing sustainable and
equitable levels of service to the public.
In alignment with City Core Values, the Budget Office is working to integrate antiracism and equity into office culture, deliverables and processes. The bureau began
receiving the support of a shared equity manager in FY 2021-22 who participates in
office management decisions, leads equity trainings, and helps integrate equity into
bureau processes, decisions and deliverables. All staff are expected to undergo
equity training and contribute to the office’s anti-racist culture and values. Drawing
upon several trainings in results based accountability, the Budget Office will be
updating its racial equity plan in summer/fall of 2022.
The FY 2021-22 Adopted Budget included ongoing resources to support the
Portland Insights Survey and enhance community connections to the budget
process. These resources support the collection of both quantitative and qualitative
information from community members on service satisfaction and priorities, with a
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focus on soliciting input from historically and currently underrepresented voices to
inform bureau and Council decision-making. The quantitative survey is expected
to be conducted in late summer/early fall of 2022, with the qualitative component
complementing the quantitative survey in 2023.
Base Budget
Adjustments
The CBO has internally realigned resources to support the City’s new language pay
differential policy. Additional realignments were necessary to cover expenses
outside of inflation in the interagency with the Office of Management and Finances,
Division of Asset Management. The bureau has been able to adjust its planned
spending for both planned and unplanned expense categories.
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City Budget Office
Performance Measures

Performance
OUTCOME
Number of bureau performance measures using Insights Survey data
Customer service rating (4 pt scale)
Annual repair, rehabilitation, & replacement funding gap (Citywide)
General Fund Excess Ending Balance (forecast accuracy)
Citywide asset condition summary
Percentage of City KPMs with positive year-over-year results
OUTPUT
CBO budget process work products website views
Net change in printed output when compared to FY 2019-20 output
Percent of PUB members who have received equity training
WORKLOAD
Annual number of Portland Utility Board meetings held
Number of bureau decision packages analyzed in budget & monitoring
processes
Number of Council Agenda items on Council Calendar reviewed for financial
impact
Number of inquiries about board work from the public
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Actuals
FY 2019-20

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
FY 2021-22

Target
FY 2022-23

Strategic
Target

3
NA
$475,000,000
$8,300,000
67%
38.5%

NA
3.14
NA
$63,608,856
NA
15.0%

3
3.50
$513,000,000
$10,000,000
67%
50.0%

5
3.50
$520,000,000
$10,000,000
70%
50.0%

10
4.00
$0
$10,000,000
90%
60.0%

35,142

9,562

50,000

45,000

80,000

0.0%
70.0%

-75.0%
88.0%

-20.0%
100.0%

-25.0%
100.0%

-50.0%
100.0%

20
859

45
687

12
0

12
420

12
420

1,056

1,214

0

NA

NA

32

54

18

25

25
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City Budget Office
Summary of Bureau Budget

External Revenues
Miscellaneous Fund Allocations
External Revenues Total
Internal Revenues
General Fund Discretionary
General Fund Overhead
Interagency Revenue
Internal Revenues Total
Beginning Fund Balance
Resources Total
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Capital Outlay
Bureau Expenditures Total
Ending Fund Balance
Requirements Total
Programs
Budget & Economics
Public Utility Board Support
Total Programs
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Actuals
FY 2019-20

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested
No DP
FY 2022-23

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23

10,000
10,000

0
0

25,000
25,000

25,000
25,000

25,000
25,000

879,785
1,589,440
290,006

1,045,816
1,466,742
285,265

1,339,488
1,704,778
332,488

1,373,994
1,852,778
344,366

2,065,086
2,807,182
344,366

2,759,231

2,797,823

3,376,754

3,571,138

5,216,634

2,769,231

2,797,823

3,401,754

3,596,138

5,241,634

2,259,596
117,234
231,727
160,674
2,769,231

2,114,523
296,090
397,211
0
2,807,823

2,563,904
428,321
409,529
0
3,401,754

2,624,291
535,950
435,897
0
3,596,138

4,034,026
756,711
450,897
0
5,241,634

2,769,231

2,807,823

3,401,754

3,596,138

5,241,634

2,603,634
165,597
2,769,231

2,619,912
187,912
2,807,823

3,069,266
332,488
3,401,754

3,251,772
344,366
3,596,138

4,897,268
344,366
5,241,634
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City Budget Office
FTE Summary

Class
30003004
30003007
30003008
30003027
30003034
30003037
30003040
30003054
30003055
30003056
30003007
30003008
30003009
30003056

8

Title
Administrative Specialist III
Analyst II
Analyst III
Coordinator I - NE
Deputy Director I
Director I
Economist
Financial Analyst I
Financial Analyst II
Financial Analyst III
Total Full-Time Positions
Analyst II
Analyst III
Analyst IV
Financial Analyst III
Total Limited Term Positions
Grand Total

Salary Range
Min
Max
53,290 111,696
63,336 119,136
69,805 142,817
48,277 101,226
91,728 172,177
111,696 214,637
80,205 158,655
53,290
63,336
69,805

111,696
119,136
142,817

63,336
69,805
80,205
69,805

119,136
142,817
158,655
142,817

Revised
FY 2021-22
No.
Amount
1.00
70,720
2.00
175,844
3.00
272,325
1.00
67,148
1.00
130,042
1.00
156,166
1.00
126,880
2.00
3.00
2.00
17.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
17.00

141,086
287,352
228,467
1,656,030
0
0
0
0
0
1,656,030

Requested
No DP
FY 2022-23
No.
Amount
1.00
70,720
1.00
85,322
4.00
370,334
1.00
67,148
1.00
130,042
1.00
156,166
1.00
126,880
2.00
3.00
2.00
17.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
17.00

141,086
295,547
228,467
1,671,712
0
0
0
0
0
1,671,712

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23
No.
Amount
1.00
70,720
1.00
85,322
4.00
370,334
1.00
67,148
1.00
130,042
1.00
156,166
1.00
126,880
2.00
3.00
2.00
17.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
22.00

141,086
295,547
228,467
1,671,712
89,055
219,522
116,397
103,522
528,496
2,200,208
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City Budget Office
Percent of City Budget Graph
City Budget Office 0.1%

City Budget 99.9%

Bureau Programs
Public Utility Board Support 6.6%

Budget and Economics 93.4%

Bureau Overview
Requirements
Operating
Capital
Total
Authorized Positions
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Revised
FY 2021-22
$3,401,754

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23
$5,241,634

Change from
Prior Year
$1,839,880

Percent
Change
54%

$3,401,754
17.00

$5,241,634
22.00

$1,839,880
5.00

54%
29.41%
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City Budget Office

Budget & Economics
Program Description & Goals
Budget and Economics is CBO’s primary program and constitutes the bureau’s core work. The program
coordinates the development of the City’s annual and supplemental budgets, provides independent and
objective financial and programmatic analysis, provides economic analysis and forecasting, and leads
Citywide performance management efforts. The program’s strategic goals include providing processes,
analysis, and deliverables to facilitate informed Council decision-making and promote public awareness of
and involvement with Citywide budgetary and performance information. Through transparent,
streamlined, and effective processes and deliverables, the program seeks to maximize the value and impact
of constrained resources in achieving City goals. CBO is committed to furthering racial and disability equity
and seeks to integrate those values into every aspect of bureau work. The program provides Citywide
services which have a high-level and multi-bureau impact. As such, success is measured via a blend of
bureau-specific workload and effectiveness measures, and progress towards Citywide outcomes. CBO is
internally reassessing its performance indicators and has added two new workload measures, while
continuing to assess reportable outcome metrics.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of bureau performance measures using Insights Survey data
Customer service rating (4 pt scale)
Annual repair, rehabilitation, & replacement funding gap (Citywide)
General Fund Excess Ending Balance (forecast accuracy)
Citywide asset condition summary
Percentage of City KPMs with positive year-over-year results
CBO budget process work products website views
Net change in printed output when compared to FY 2019-20 output

Actuals
FY 2019-20
3
NA
$475,000,000
$8,300,000
67%
39%
35,142
0%

Actuals
FY 2020-21
NA
3.14
NA
$63,608,856
NA
15%
9,562
-75%

Target
2021-22

Target
FY 2022-23

Strategic
Target

3
3.50
$513,000,000
$10,000,000
67%
50%
50,000
-20%

5
3.50
$520,000,000
$10,000,000
70%
50%
45,000
-25%

10
4.00
$0
$10,000,000
90%
60%
80,000
-50%

Explanation of Services
Primary program activities include: coordinating and supporting the City’s annual and supplemental
budget processes; monitoring budgets and spending at a high level across all bureaus and assessing
financial impact of all Council ordinances; providing fiduciary oversight and management of the
Recreational Cannabis Tax and General Funds; managing the enterprise-wide budget database and software
system; coordinating and advising on multi-bureau efforts which have financial impacts; leading Citywide
performance management initiatives; coordination of the Portland Insight Survey; and supporting bureau
performance management efforts.

The program also includes the City’s Economics & Forecasting function, which provides annual
Recreational Cannabis Tax and General Fund revenue forecasts and Current Appropriation Level (CAL)
targets for each City bureau, and provides analysis, recommendations, and advice on other salient economic
issues and trends.

2
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CBO is unique in its provision of independent, publicly available analyses and recommendations, which
serve to inform and empower City leaders and the public. Additionally, CBO supports a panel of Citywide
Community Budget Advisors, and facilitates citywide budget engagement and information sharing efforts
that include public forums, hearings, and work sessions.

Equity Impacts
The Budget and Economics program ensures multi-lingual noticing, accessibility and interpretation services
are available at all budget outreach events. New ongoing resources were added to the Office of Equity and
Human Rights to support hiring a shared equity manager and this position was filled in early FY 2021-22.
The FY 2021-22 Adopted Budget included new ongoing General Fund resources to connect communities to
budgeting by collecting qualitative and quantitative information with an emphasis on hearing from
underrepresented communities, and by adding a position to focus on providing enhanced communication,
resources, and connection to individuals and groups interested in better understanding and engaging with
budget processes and decisions. Initial groundwork on the Portland Insights Survey is currently underway,
and CBO anticipates results to be available at the end of 2022 in advance of the FY 2023-24 budget
development process.

Changes to Program
The program’s FY 2022-23 Requested Budget includes internally realigned resources to support language
pay differential pay for multi-lingual employees and to continue to bolster contracted resources for
language accessibility. There are two decision packages submitted for one-time General Fund resources:
funding for the creation of an innovation team and funding for a limited-term Analyst to support budget
mapping and analysis specific projects such the annual Capital Set-aside process. These requests are
detailed in the Requested Budget submission.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Capital Outlay
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE
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Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

2,095,773
115,491
231,696
160,674
2,603,634
2,603,634

1,928,280
295,911
395,720
0
2,619,912
2,619,912

2,313,850
409,621
345,795
0
3,069,266
3,069,266

2,364,378
515,950
371,444
0
3,251,772
3,251,772

3,774,113
736,711
386,444
0
4,897,268
4,897,268

16.00

14.00

15.00

15.00

20.00
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City Budget Office
Budget Narrative
Resources

The Budget & Economics program offer is primarily supported by General Fund
discretionary and overhead resources. Other resources are received from the
Recreational Cannabis Fund and interagency resources supporting indirect costs
associated with the Portland Utility Board program.

Expenses

Nearly 73% of the program’s base budget supports personnel costs for 15.0 FTE.
Internal materials and services funding also supports staff and amounts to 11.4% of
the program’s total budget. The remaining 15.9% funds external materials and
services associated with core operations, including costs for ongoing maintenance
of the Citywide budgeting software, contracted services for the Portland Insights
Survey, and contracted services for budget outreach facilitation and translation
services.

Staffing

The program’s FY 2022-23 Requested Budget includes 15.0 FTE in its base, and
requests resources that would support 5.0 Limited Term FTE if approved.

Assets & Liabilities

The primary asset associated with this program is the City’s budget preparation
and reporting software, BFM. Ongoing operational support and maintenance for
this software is included in the program’s base budget. There is no dedicated
ongoing resource for future replacement of this software. When resources are
available, CBO has redirected funds to the General Fund reserve to offset future
costs and liabilities associated with the system eventually reaching the end of its
useful life.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Christy Owen

Contact Phone:

503-823-6960

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/
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Portland Utility Board Support
Program Description & Goals
The Portland Utility Board (PUB) is a community-based advisory board created by the Portland City
Council to provide budgetary and policy oversight of the public utility bureaus, the Portland Water Bureau
(PWB) and the Bureau of Environmental Services (BES). Support of the PUB is housed in CBO to ensure
independence from the management of the utility bureaus PUB is responsible to oversee and advise. CBO
provides organizational, logistical, analytic, administrative, and strategic support to ensure that the board is
equipped to advance its general mission, goals, and workplan priorities, which include providing timely,
relevant, and effective input to inform Council and management decisions impacting bureau investments,
policies, practices, and procedures. The achievement of these duties requires PUB staff to work closely with
the board, receiving direction from the members and working behind the scenes to ensure seamless and
effective board meetings and deliverables.
The pandemic continues to significantly impact board operations. Work plan development, execution, and
evaluation methods have required flexibility and incremental adjustment throughout the year. The already
difficult task of evaluating and describing the impacts of advisory work which by its nature is diffuse,
distributed across time, and not easily quantifiable becomes harder in pandemic times. The development of
the annual report and work plan presents an effective opportunity to work with the Board to identify
outcomes, accomplishments and impacts, and to strategically organize their work. The main method used
to assess outcomes is surveying key stakeholders, e.g., bureau leadership and the Commissioner-in-charge,
regarding the impact of the board’s work on their decision-making and actions. In its second year of use, the
stakeholder pool was expanded to include departing board members and feedback from bureau leadership
was more extensive and substantive. Reported in the budget document are the quantitative measures. The
board is also tracking qualitative outcome-oriented measures that do not fit well within the budget system
and will continue reporting these in PUB’s Annual Report to Council.
As noted in last year’s program offer, it was expected to take several years to gather enough information to
do initial analysis of where the Board’s work is most effective, where it’s not, and other trends. It was also
expected that this would be useful information for a general evaluation of the contributions advisory and or
consulting work makes to the city. Although there have been valuable learnings during the pandemic, it
may take several years of data post-pandemic to conduct a general assessment.

Performance Measures

Performance
Percent of PUB members who have received equity training
Annual number of Portland Utility Board meetings held
Number of inquiries about board work from the public
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Actuals
FY 2019-20
70%
20
32

Actuals
FY 2020-21
88%
45
54

Target
2021-22
100%
12
18

Target
FY 2022-23
100%
12
25

Strategic
Target
100%
12
25
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Explanation of Services
CBO provides staff support to the PUB based on the priorities identified by the board. These areas of
support include:


Logistics & Communications: plan, schedule, develop agendas, issue public
notices, and draft minutes for all board meetings, including special board
meetings and community meetings; procure supplies and materials; maintain
and develop website; draft communications regarding board activities; and
synthesize disparate strands of Board work to develop recommendations to
Council, Bureau leadership, and others.



Board Coordination: assist and advise in development of bylaws, board
processes, and compliance with various regulations, e.g., public meeting
requirements; coordinate communications between the Board, Co-Chairs, and
Bureau and Council staff; identify barriers to and remedies for diverse and
inclusive Board recruitment and appointment; manage Board recruitment and
appointment; coordinate and develop onboarding process and materials.



Organizational Development: assist Board in annual work plan development
and strategic planning to achieve desired outcomes; assist Board in identifying
priority issues, goals, and methods to evaluate efforts and impact; support and
track performance metrics; facilitate alignment between PUB needs/timelines
and City processes and requests; research and make recommendations on
methods to maximize effectiveness of Board input; and assist with group
growth, dynamics and process improvement using principles of change
management.



Analysis: conduct research and analyze complex budget, policy, and
operational issues in order to support development of Board recommendations;
provide technical information to PUB and stakeholders on budget processes.

Equity Impacts
The PUB program has both internal- and external-facing equity impacts. Supporting the development and
maintenance of inclusive Board processes, expanding outreach through diverse channels for Board
recruitment, ensuring Board members have an understanding and commitment to equity, particularly racial
equity, all contribute to internal facing equity. Supports offered to Board members, e.g., interpretation,
translation, technology related equipment supports, and, once in-person meetings resume, food, covering
transportation costs, etc., also contribute to diversity, equity, and inclusion. The current inability to provide
stipends is a significant constraint, reducing internal equity for Board members as well as reducing the
Board’s ability to recruit for a diversity of lived experience amongst Board members. This inequity
disproportionately impacts Black people, Indigenous people, People of Color and people living with
disabilities. The Board and support staff have prioritized the issue and are actively working to address it
and offer stipends. In the previous fiscal year, the Board developed and adopted P UB’s Beliefs, Values, and
Anti-Racist Principles to guide its interactions both externally and internally. While an achievement of vision
and no small effort, these principles also require ongoing implementation, expected bumps, and the hard
work of holding each other accountable to the principles.

6
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City Budget Office
External-facing equity impacts are largely determined by whether the Board has effectively applied an
equity lens to their decision-making and development of recommendations. CBO staff work to ensure the
Board has the additional training, tools, skills, opportunities, and space to apply an equity lens to their work
effectively. Racial equity is identified in the Board’s current workplan as a core focus for all Board
discussions and recommendations, including the need to analyze current distribution of burdens and
benefits as well as consideration of reparative actions to address harm done by past inequities. The Board
thus serves as an effective and efficient avenue for the Bureaus and Commissioners-in-charge to get diverse
community input, grounded in equity, on budget and policy matters. This also aligns with CBO’s
prioritization of basic racial equity training as a part of the onboarding process for new members. With a
committed Board and CBO’s recent addition of an equity manager and plans to develop a new Racial Equity
Plan for CBO, there is opportunity to review, re-align, and update the equity goals for PUB. Finally, the
Board proactively offers in every communication with the public, both email and web based, translation,
interpretation, modifications, alternative formats, and accommodations for public participation.

Changes to Program
The prior year included changes to staff support and board operations as a result of COVID-19 that have
continued, particularly with a shift to virtual meetings in order to limit in-person contact during the
pandemic. The board has effectively managed challenges in the change to meeting schedule and content
with virtual public meetings, including recruitment and onboarding of new members. At the same time, the
Board has not been immune to the increased time and psychic demands the pandemic causes as well as
pandemic fatigue. Like so many other teams, the lack of opportunity for in-person interactions and
relationship building has made cultivating strong working relationships within the Board and with key
stakeholders challenging. The board continues to evolve with a focus on organizational development, active
engagement of board members, and prioritization of their role as upstream policy advisors to the program
changes. During previous recruitments, the lack of stipends limited opportunities for outreach and was a
barrier for some potential applicants. The board continues to work to introduce stipends in order to further
diversify the applicants and potential membership.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE
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Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

163,823
1,743
31
165,597
165,597

186,243
178
1,490
187,912
187,912

250,054
18,700
63,734
332,488
332,488

259,913
20,000
64,453
344,366
344,366

259,913
20,000
64,453
344,366
344,366

1.50

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00
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City Budget Office
Budget Narrative
Resources

The PUB support function is funded 100% by the utility bureaus, PWB and BES.

Expenses

The majority of the budget – 79% – is for personnel costs. 15% of the budget funds
internal services to support staff and operational costs, and the remaining 6% funds
external materials and services including materials support for PUB meetings.

Staffing

Includes 2.0 FTE for the PUB including 1 FTE Program Coordinator who provides
coordination, logistics, and facilitation for meetings and deliverables and 1.0 FTE
Analyst who provides analytical support and leadership for this program.

Assets & Liabilities

None.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Amy Archer-Masters

Contact Phone:

503-823-6981

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/68272
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Run Date & Time

City Budget Office

Wednesday, January 26, 2022

PM1. Report for FY 2022-23 Requested Budget

4:21:36 PM

OUTCOME MEASURES
Performance Measure

KPM

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

BO_0001

Percentage of City KPMs with positive year-over-year results

X

38.5%

15.0%

N/A

50.0%

60.0%

BO_0003

Annual repair, rehabilitation, & replacement funding gap
(Citywide)

X

$475,000,000

N/A

N/A

$520,000,000

0

BO_0005

Customer service rating (4 pt scale)

X

N/A

3.14

N/A

3.50

4.00

BO_0009

Citywide asset condition summary

67%

N/A

N/A

70%

90%

BO_0010

General Fund Excess Ending Balance (forecast accuracy)

$8,300,000

$63,608,856

N/A

$10,000,000

$10,000,000

BO_0016

Number of bureau performance measures using Insights
Survey data

3

N/A

N/A

5

10

KPM

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

X

35,142

9,562

N/A

45,000

80,000

0

0

N/A

0

N/A

70.0%

88.0%

N/A

100.0%

100.0%

OUTPUT MEASURES
Performance Measure

BO_0008

CBO budget process work products website views

BO_0011

There are no performance measures associated with this
program

BO_0014

Percent of PUB members who have received equity training

Page 1 of 2

BO_0015
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4:21:36 PM

Net change in printed output when compared to FY 2019-20
output

0

-75.0%

N/A

-25.0%

-50.0%

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

WORKLOAD MEASURES
Performance Measure

KPM

BO_0012

Annual number of Portland Utility Board meetings held

20

45

N/A

12

12

BO_0013

Number of inquiries about board work from the public

32

54

N/A

25

25

BO_0017

Number of bureau decision packages analyzed in budget &
monitoring processes

859

687

N/A

420

420

BO_0018

Number of Council Agenda items on Council Calendar
reviewed for financial impact

1,056

1,214

N/A

N/A

N/A

Page 2 of 2
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Run Time: 10:25:27 AM

DP: 13119 - Limited Term Analyst- Project Focus

DP Type

Priority

New

ADD

1

No

Package Description
The City Budget Office requests onetime General Fund resources to support a limited term Analyst III and the anticipated supportive
materials and services expenses. This position would be dedicated to supporting financial and analytical review of specific projects or areas
of interest, that may not be tied to any one bureau. Some examples of anticipated projects where additional analytical support could be
realized are: development and refinement of City Budget Maps, infrastructure and capital investments, review and revision of financial
policies, financial analysis support for charter commission, and/or analysis of internal cost allocation models (internal services, overhead,
and indirect rates).
Service Impacts
CBO, in conjunction with finance managers, would determine the discrete areas of focus for this position in order to have complete
deliverables when the limited term position would expire. Anticipated outcomes would be a one-time increase in analytical capacity to
complete tasks that are otherwise limited by current workload pressures in the Budget and Economics program.
Equity Impacts
As an internal bureau, there is likely to be little outward facing or direct service impacts to equity initiatives. However, there is significant
opportunity for impacting equity outcomes internally. For example, if this position is assigned to the budget maps project this is likely to
produce a more robust data set that incorporates racial equity in the product for council and the public.
Budget Detail
2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Fund
Major Object Name

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense

100000

External Materials and Servi

6,161

0

0

0

0

100000

Internal Materials and Servic

3,000

0

0

0

0

100000

Personnel

171,839

0

0

0

0

Sum:

181,000

0

0

0

0

76,018

0

0

0

0

Major Object Name

Revenue

100000

General Fund Discretionary

100000

General Fund Overhead

104,982

0

0

0

0

Sum:

181,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Position Detail
Job Class - Name

FTE

Salary

Supplemental

Benefit

Total

30003008 - Analyst III

1.00

116,000

0

46,965

171,839

Total

1.00

116,000

0

46,965

171,839

City of Portland
Decision Package Summary
Page 2 of 3

DP: 13145 - Innovation Team

Run Date: 1/28/22

Details

Run Time: 10:25:27 AM

DP Type

Priority

New

ADD

2

No

Package Description
The City Budget Office (CBO) requests one-time resources to pilot an Innovation Team (Team). The Team would build on CBO’s robust
budget, policy, and Citywide performance analysis capabilities to support two key functions at the City:
-Process Improvement: Structures, processes, and systems that become the “norm” in bureaus can present challenges in providing
sustainable and equitable levels of service that maximum public value. Process improvement provides the tools and framework to implement
recommendations identified through performance data collection and analysis - both by empowering front-line staff to improve the processes
they manage, as well as building capacity to tackle complex, inter-bureau processes.
-Data analysis: Using data to inform decision making is essential to running a city, but bureaus need access to support and training
opportunities to learn how to use quantitative and qualitative data and evidence to engage the public, improve services, evaluate progress
and make informed decisions on how resources are deployed.
CBO is requesting 4.0 limited term positions and one-time General Fund resources for training and materials to support the Innovation Team
pilot. The team will be led by 1.0 limited term Chief Innovation Officer (Analyst IV) position to guide the development and implementation of
the Team’s process improvement and analytic functions. The position would also oversee the Budget Office’s Citywide Performance
Management team, which helps the City to develop and monitor progress towards goals and supports community engagement through the
administration of the Community Insights Survey. The request also includes 1.0 limited term Analyst III and 1.0 Analyst II positions to support
process improvement and data analytic training for bureaus, and 1.0 limited term Financial Analyst II to support both the Innovation Team
and budget analysis assignments.
In-House Process Improvement and Data Analysis Support:
1) Process Improvement:
Once set up, the Innovation Team will use a training and support model pioneered by the City and County of Denver that provides intensive
training to staff on basic process improvement tools and techniques. The core components of the Peak model include:
-Training: The Innovation Team will host training workshops for bureau staff. These workshops provide process improvement training and
tools while promoting a culture of continuous operational improvement. Most workshops will focus on bureau front-line staff, but others will
focus on executive and management staff.
-Continuous support: The Team will provide continuous support to process improvement champions around the City, including on-demand
consulting and peer-led groups which provide an informal space for process improvement champions to highlight their work, solicit feedback,
and get energized about process improvement opportunities.
-Leadership: The Budget Office’s central role at the City, deep knowledge of critical issues and bureau budgets, operations, and
performance management systems makes the Budget Office well positioned to pilot the Innovation Team concept. The Team is a natural
evolution of CBO’s (and bureaus’) findings and analyses over the years that have highlighted both the need for more robust technical
support in using data to drive better decision making and tracking outcomes. CBO also has a proven track record of implementing innovation
and process improvement initiatives, having pursued and supported the City’s strategic partnership with What Works Cities since 2016,
which has provided technical assistance to enhance the City’s use of open data, performance management practices, and low-cost
evaluation strategies. In 2017, the budget office utilized internal resources to support a process improvement cohort which led to numerous
small process changes that collectively saved tens of thousands of dollars of staff time each year.
2) Data Analysis
The Innovation Team will partner with interested bureaus as an in-house data analyst consultant, conducting a series of intensive support
and training opportunities on how to use both quantitative and qualitative data or a mixed methods approach to understand and gain insight
into the City’s issues and challenges. This will include support with administering focus groups, interviews, and observation analysis to probe
deeper into City processes and structures.
The data analysis function of the Innovation Team will augment CBO’s citywide performance management team which provides: 1) Analysis
of key issues and recommendations produced through the annual budget process; 2) Deployment of the Portland Insights Survey collecting
critical information on City services and Portlanders’ priorities; 3) interactive visualizations of City performance and budget data; and 4)
facilitation of training, resources, and support for bureau analysts. CBO’s current performance management activities are resourced by 2.0
FTE, with support from other budget office staff as available and appropriate.
This entire package proposes this a two-year pilot, during which time the Team would plan to have a measurable return on investment to
make a case for ongoing resources. If the Team is not successful, CBO would sunset the initiative.

Service Impacts

City of Portland
Decision Package Summary

Run Date: 1/28/22

Details

Page 3 of 3

Run Time: 10:25:27 AM

By empowering bureaus and staff to work together to continuously identify wasted resources – time, effort, money – the Innovation Team will
be able to reinvest those resources and yield the most public value possible. Greater access to data analysis support and training
opportunities will also enable bureaus to make informed decisions on how resources are deployed to improve people’s lives. The Innovation
Team will incorporate some of the key features of the Denver model to effectuate change in the City. These features will include:
Opt-in: in order to be successful, we need to engage bureaus as willing partners in improvement. The Budget Office has a track record of
identifying areas of agreement for improvement and working collaboratively towards solutions.
Train-the-trainer model to maximize impact: the Team will provide tools and train City employees to use them which will not only increase
buy-in for proposed solutions but maximize impact with limited resources.
Focus on better service, not budget cuts: while the Team must generate a measurable return on investment, the focus of the work will be
about bureaus getting better results with existing resources. While budgetary savings may be a byproduct of the work, a successful model
engages bureaus as trusted partners which requires a joint commitment to providing better service.
At the end of the two-year pilot, the Team must demonstrate a measurable return on investment to make a case for ongoing resources. Key
outcome measure will be identifying real and quantifiable savings of at least 150% of the cost of supporting the program.
Equity Impacts
The Innovation Team will play a critical role in advancing racial equity in the city by providing bureaus with the data analysis support and
process improvement tools to better understand the systems and structures of racism. In doing so, the Innovation Team will empower
bureaus to not just make city processes more efficient, but to ensure that the City’s structures, processes, and systems are equitable and
improving people’s lives. Team members will be expected to work closely with the bureaus equity manager on key project decisions and will
be expected to participate in the City’s Results Based Accountability trainings and equity trainings to ensure their approach is grounded in
root cause analysis.
Budget Detail
2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Fund
Major Object Name
100000

External Materials and Servi

100000

Internal Materials and Servic

100000

Personnel
Sum:

Major Object Name
100000

General Fund Discretionary

100000

General Fund Overhead

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense
214,600

0

0

0

0

12,000

0

0

0

0

1,237,896

0

0

0

0

1,464,496

0

0

0

0

615,074

0

0

0

0

Revenue

849,422

0

0

0

0

Sum:

1,464,496

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Position Detail
Job Class - Name

FTE

Salary

Supplemental

Benefit

Total

30003007 - Analyst II

1.00

89,055

0

40,177

136,044

30003008 - Analyst III

1.00

103,522

0

43,828

155,269

30003009 - Analyst IV

1.00

116,397

0

47,064

172,366

30003056 - Financial Analyst III

1.00

103,522

0

43,828

155,269

Total

4.00

412,496

0

174,897

618,948

FY 2022-27 Requested Budget Five Year Plan
City Budget Office (Fund 100)

Plan Overview
This five‐year plan for the City Budget Office is focused on the General Fund portion of the City
Budget Office’s operating budget as the primary operations are conducted within the General
Fund. This financial forecast does not assume approval of decision packages submitted in the
CBO’s FY 2022-23 Requested Budget. If requests for new resources are approved, the CBO will
expect its total number of FTE to increase by 5.0 limited term FTE in FY 2022-23 and 4.0 limited
term FTE in FY 2023-24. CBO has submitted two proposals for one-time resources in FY 202223: creation of an innovation and process improvement team and funding to support a limited
term analyst for specific projects such as added capacity for budget mapping.

Revenue Assumptions
Revenue estimates for the City Budget Office are predominately tied to assumed growth
indicators for the City’s General Fund. The bureau will continue to receive resources from the
Recreational Cannabis Tax Fund to support administrative services associated with oversight
and financial management of the fund. Internal resources transferred from Portland Water
Bureau and the Bureau of Environmental Services support the Portland Utility Board program
and are expected to grow with pertinent inflationary factors.

Expenditure Assumptions
Similar to revenues, expenditures supporting CBO programs are subject to the same growth
factors identified in the City’s General Fund forecast. Personnel Services account for 73.0% of
CBO’s total expenditures. The forecasted out-year expenses reflect assumed CPIW inflation as
released in December 2021. There are no planned capital expenses in the next five years as the
CBO is currently in the fourth year of using its recently replaced budget software. At present
CBO does not have a dedicated ongoing resource to support future software replacement;
however, CBO has begun the practice of requesting any available annual underspending be
dedicated to a software replacement reserve as part of the Spring BMP process, in alignment
with the principles of City financial policy. CBO will need to bring requests for new resources to
support future technology replacement in the upcoming (FY 2023-24) budget cycle in order to
prepare for potential life-cycle replacement or necessary upgrades to the current system to
ensure both operational and financial viability of the City’s budgeting software.

Expenditure Risks to the Forecast and Confidence Level
The most significant risk to the CBOs submitted five-year financial plan is most closely
associated with the overall risk factors for the General Fund. The General Fund growth declined
due to the public health crisis from COVID-19 in March of 2020, and while there has been some
more recent and consistent indicators of financial recovery, it is likely there will be future years

FY 2022-27 Requested Budget Five Year Plan
where revenue forecasts do not meet current service level expenditures across the City, which
is a driving factor in determining service level reductions for bureaus who operate in the City’s
General Fund. As such, the confidence level of this forecast is medium, pending future updates
and forecasts associated with the General Fund.

City Budget Office and Fund 100 & 227
FY 2025-26
Plan

FY 2026-27
Plan

FY 2022-23
Plan

332,488

344,366

354,008

362,858

371,567

25,000

25,000

26,250

27,563

28,941

30,388

General Fund Discretionary & Overhead

2,508,139

3,226,772

3,330,029

3,419,940

3,522,538

3,628,214

Resource Total

2,865,627

3,596,138

3,710,287

3,810,361

3,923,046

4,039,087

CY Estimate

FY 2021-22
Plan

Interagency Revenue
Fund Transfers - Revenue

Expenditures
Personnel

FY 2023-24
Plan

FY 2024-25
Plan

CY Estimate

Resources

FY 2022-23
Plan

FY 2023-24
Plan

FY 2024-25
Plan

380,485

FY 2025-26
Plan

2,139,042

2,624,291

2,711,228

2,786,325

2,874,433

External Materials and Services

318,501

535,950

550,957

564,731

578,285

592,164

Internal Materials and Services

408,084

435,897

448,102

459,305

470,328

481,616

Capital Outlay
Expense Total
Planned FTE Total

-

-

-

-

-

2,965,307

-

2,865,627

3,596,138

3,710,287

3,810,361

3,923,046

4,039,087

17.0

17.0

17.0

17.0

17.0

17.0

City of Portland
FY 2022-23 Requested Budget Equity Report

City Budget Office
Requested Budget & Racial Equity Plan Update:
The CBO is a small bureau consisting of 17.0 FTE; its budget includes resources to support core deliverables and
interagency costs. CBO’s primary roles are to facilitate development of the Citywide budget, provide fiduciary
oversight of the General and Recreational Cannabis funds, and to provide operational support and staffing for the
Portland Utility Board (PUB). The majority of the CBO’s budget supports staff and personnel expenses and the most
impactful resource the CBO has is how it allocates the staff time in support of the City’s core values and racial
equity goals.
As our greatest asset is our staff and the majority of our budget goes towards personnel expenses, staff training and
support is integral to achieving racial equity plan goals. The FY 2022-23 Requested Budget prioritizes resources for
staff training and support. The bureau’s base budget includes resources for 50% of the office to receive language
pay premium, and the bureau will continue to reallocate if additional resources are required to support this benefit
for multilingual employees. Recent professional development opportunities that staff have taken advantage of
include the City’s Results Based Accountability cohort trainings, the City’s Path to Leadership Training program, and
training offered by GARE.
The CBO has dedicated leadership and staff time to hold all-staff discussions to identify deficiencies and
opportunities to further anti-racism and equity both within our office culture and our work products. In FY 2021-22, a
recently hired Small Bureaus Equity Manager has been able to take this initial work and formulate more robust and
in-depth trainings on the City core values and how the CBO can lead an anti-racist budget process at the City. This
work is included in the base budget for CBO.
The FY 2022-23 Requested Budget continues the office’s practice of ensuring resources supporting community
engagement and accessibility are considered first in developing its base budget. In addition to funds spent on
outside services, CBO staff time devoted to outreach efforts has increased, resulting in improvements in noticing,
demographic collection at in-person events, and budget testimony data visualization, among other improvements.
The bureau’s requested budget continues funding to support the deployment of the Portland Insights Survey, which
is being currently developed to ensure significant and meaningful engagement of historically and currently underrepresented and under-engaged Portlanders. The Budget Office will look to incorporate data solicited by this one-ofa-kind effort in our analyses, recommendations, and conversations with the Council.
CBO’s budget analyses and recommendations embed equity considerations for the City Council and bureau
leadership. This analysis includes assessing the impacts of requests that may benefit or burden Indigenous people,
Black people, people of color, immigrants and refugees and people with disabilities. To this end, CBO co-manages
the Budget Equity Tool with the Office of Equity & Human Rights (OEHR) in addition to managing the program offer
requirement for bureaus to articulate the equity impact of each program as part of all submissions. As part of this
analysis the CBO submits formal questions to bureau leadership on the bureaus’ base budget and requests for new
funds. In addition, analysts have multiple meetings with bureau leaders to further vet various levels of impact to
Citywide equity goals. The CBO uses this information in developing fiscal and policy recommendations, with the
goal of identifying for Council the tradeoffs and equity impacts of budget decisions.
CBO’s budget includes staff support for two important advisory bodies: the Portland Utility Board (PUB) and the
Citywide Community Budget Advisory Committee. The Portland Utility Board serves not only as a community
oversight and advisory board to the Council, they also serve as the Budget Advisory Committee to the Water
Bureau and the Bureau of Environmental Services. The PUB program has both internal- and external-facing equity
impacts. Supporting the development and maintenance of inclusive Board processes, expanding outreach through
diverse channels for Board recruitment, ensuring Board members have an understanding and commitment to
equity, particularly racial equity, all contribute to internal facing equity. The Budget Office has been supporting the
PUB’s efforts to deploy stipends to support diversity of lived experience in board membership and retention, which is
planned to be deployed this year.
PUB’s external-facing equity impacts are largely determined by whether the Board has effectively applied racial and
disability equity considerations to their decision-making and development of recommendations. CBO staff work to
ensure the Board has the additional training, tools, skills, opportunities, and space to prioritize equity in their work

diverse channels for Board recruitment, ensuring Board members have an understanding and commitment to
equity, particularly racial equity, all contribute to internal facing equity. The Budget Office has been supporting the
PUB’s efforts to deploy stipends to support diversity of lived experience in board membership and retention, which is
planned to be deployed this year.
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PUB’s external-facing equity impacts are largely determined by whether the Board has effectively applied racial and
disability equity considerations to their decision-making and development of recommendations. CBO staff work to
ensure the Board has the additional training, tools, skills, opportunities, and space to prioritize equity in their work
effectively. Racial equity is identified in the Board’s current workplan as a core focus for all Board discussions and
recommendations, including the need to analyze current distribution of burdens and benefits as well as
consideration of reparative actions to address harm done by past and present inequities. The Board thus serves as
an effective and efficient avenue for the Bureaus and Commissioners-in-charge to get diverse community input,
grounded in equity, on budget and policy matters. This also aligns with CBO’s prioritization of basic racial equity
training as a part of the onboarding process for new members. With a committed Board, this also affords the
opportunity to review, re-align, and update the equity goals for PUB as identified in the CBO Racial Equity Plan
adopted in 2016. Finally, the Board proactively offers in every communication with the public, both email and web
based, translation, interpretation, modifications, alternative formats, and accommodations for public participation.
Racial Equity Plan Link:

www.racialequityplan.link

Requested Budget Community Engagement:
The CBO supports community budget forums as part of ensuring members of the public have access and
opportunity to engage with City Council during the development of the City's budget. This includes using internal
resources to properly notice meetings, have translation services available, and to use locations in the City that are
accessible via multiple modes of transportation. Further, the CBO does intentional budget event outreach to
organizations that work with and represent communities most impacted by inequities and will be including
dedicated testimony time for Community Engagement Liaisons program members at the upcoming budget
forums.
In the COVID-19 remote working environment, which is anticipated to continue through the FY 2022-23 budget
development process, CBO has continued to staff and make available information to the public through online
mediums. This may have positive impacts of improving outreach and elevating community voices due to the
reduced need for community members to drive to, or take public transit to, specific geographies in the City and/or
find coordinated childcare coverage. As there has not been focused survey or follow-up it is difficult to determine if
the increased attention and involvement of the public during the development of the last two fiscal year budgets
was due to interest in policy decisions for alternatives to traditional police response models coupled with
availability of ways to communicate directly with Council through the process we coordinate for the City.
The CBO has not typically had the resources nor the in-house expertise to connect with and transmit information
to and from community members on budgeting and service levels in a deep and meaningful way. The FY 2021-22
Adopted Budget process added ongoing resources to the City Budget Office of a Community Budget Analyst to
conduct the Portland Insights Survey on a bi-annual basis, with the off-year including focused Budget Labs to
gather qualitative input on community experience in the City of Portland. The next Portland Insights Survey is
scheduled for completion in advance of the FY 2023-24 Budget process, and this added capacity will further
outreach to Black communities, Indigenous Communities, communities of color, immigrants and refugees, and
people with disabilities. The Portland Insights Survey is being designed to ensure significant and successful
outreach to underrepresented and under-engaged Portlanders, with additional time and funding being dedicated
to translation services, multiple forms of outreach, and incentives for community members to take the survey.

City of Portland
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Base Budget Constraints:
CBO’s five-year Racial Equity Plan was originally intended to guide CBO’s activities through June 2021, and like
many bureaus in the City, the CBO’s Racial Equity Plan has expired. The Budget Office operates with a small
staff under many urgent and competing deadlines where the team is responsive to all elected members of the City
Council and their requests for information. Our biggest asset is our time, and we have been hampered in our
progress on our racial equity goals by needing to adjust to significant leadership and staff turnover in the past
three years, which was especially acute in late FY 2020-21. Between May 2021 and November 2021 the bureau
separated and recruited 6.0 FTE, more than one-third of the authorized positions. Our biggest limiter has been not
having sufficient, consistent staff time or resources to do the deeper, more meaningful action that is required to
make progress on our racial equity goals.
The CBO has made progress through our partnership with OEHR, participation in the latest Results Based
Accountability Cohort, and in having the addition of a Small Bureaus Equity Manager. With the guidance of OEHR
and the Results Based Accountability training, the CBO is well positioned to begin the development of its five-year
Racial Equity Plan in 2022, with an intended completion in FY 2022-23. Four members of the budget office team
(>20% of staff) are participating in the Results Based Accountability cohort, including the Bureau Director.

Notable Changes:
Yes, the CBO has realigned internal resources in the following areas: continued increases in external materials
and services for expenses purchased outside the City, resources to support language premiums for staff, and
though intentionally carving staff time on a consistent basis to work on racial equity and anti-racism as a bureau.
Resources supporting Personnel and Materials expenses: CBO has continued to prioritize identifying internal
funds to conduct accessibility work, in particular for public budget products. CBO staff intend to use contracted
services in the finalization of the FY 2022-23 Budget Books to ensure they are accessible to screen readers, and
where possible, translated. Throughout the virtual work environment over the last two years, CBO has prioritized
work for community engagement to be as inclusive as possible. This means providing for interpretation services,
including American Sign Language, for virtual meetings as we adapted to an all-virtual environment.
New in FY 2022-23, the CBO will provide resources in accordance with the City’s language policy to provide
premium pay for multi-lingual staff. CBO has allocated resources to support 50% of the office being eligible for this
premium. At present, approximately 33% of the staff is eligible, and this realignment builds into the base the
funding for any future hires to have resources to support premium pay categories.
Resources through reallocation of staff time: the bureau does not explicitly code or track time supporting either
internal racial equity work or externally facing analysis and recommendations of bureau budget submissions. This
is because the act of splitting out the time would be very laborious as the expectation and actions have equity
work embedded in our everyday thinking and work product. Since July 2020, the bureau has instituted all-staff
meetings dedicated to equity conversations and initiatives at the City. Additionally, process owners have placed
time and emphasis on ensuring our deliverables and processes further equity and accessibility. For example, staff
are working on figuring out a way to collect demographic information in our virtual budget comment environment,
and staff are working on ways to connect budget recommendations to equity frameworks such as the COVID-19
equity toolkit.
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Equity Manager Role in Budget Development
Historically, the CBO has not been able to have a dedicated Equity Manager, rather the CBO relied upon
prioritizing time from an existing staff to be our equity liaison in concert with efforts from an equity steering group
comprised of predominantly management team members that were listed as accountable to equity roadmap
goals. As articulated in earlier sections, the CBO has recognized weaknesses in this model and is restricting the
equity steering committee to consist of a balance of leadership and frontline staff and is involving the entire staff in
meetings and leadership opportunities in constructing discussions and action items to promote racial and disability
equity.
In the FY 2020-21 Fall BMP, new ongoing General Fund resources were added to OEHR’s budget to support an
Equity Manager for small bureaus, focusing first on supporting CBO and the Office of Government Relations. This
position was hired in the summer of 2021, is a member of the City Budget Office’s management team, and the
equity manager is partnered with the CBO team during the budget process conversations (CBOs internal process
and CBOs role facilitating the City process). For the FY 2022-23 Budget submission, the bureau Equity Manager
has met with CBO leadership to discuss opportunities for investment, realignment, and strategies for decision
packages, and will complete the analysis of all bureaus’ equity reports. The Equity Manager is also part of the
budget process conversations, including the development of new staff training, facilitation of conversations for allteam events, and provides input proposals as they come forward from CBO’s internal staff. The equity manager
was one of four members of the bureau’s Budget Advisory Committee during FY 2022-23 budget development.
Equity
Manager:

Asena Canbaz-Lawrence

Contact
Phone:

503-865-6883

ADA Title II Transition Plan:
CBO does not own any facilities and does not have a Transition Plan. However, CBO does ensure that the facilities
chosen for all budget engagement activities and Portland Utility Board meetings are fully accessible and compliant
with ADA Title II. Since March 2020 in person events have been suspended due to the public health crisis. CBO is
using the City standards for onsite activities.
CBO is engaged in work to ensure screen-reader compatibility in budget documents. We also use auxiliary aids
and services during our virtual events such as real-time captioning and ASL interpretation.
We look to support ADA accessibility and transition plan work through our budget analyses and recommendations,
including by reviewing bureau responses to this question and highlighting important actions for Council to take to
further this goal.
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Accommodations:
Approximately 73% of CBO’s total budget is related to personnel costs. As part of office efforts to integrate equity
into our work, all staff are expected to contribute their time to furthering equity goals and enhancing accessibility.
The dollar values associated with this dedicated staff time is not currently tracked. Recently, the bureau has been
able to benefit from the addition of a Small Bureaus Equity Manager, who partners with our office on budget
development processes (Internal and external to CBO) and is leading a series of training for office staff on white
supremacy culture, equity, and anti-racism.
In terms of direct materials and services costs, these resources are primarily related to budget engagement
forums and the bureau has increased the total amount to also support converting documents to be screen-reader
friendly:
Facilitation
$20,000
Community Engagement Liaisons
$5,000
Interpretation
$7,500
Screen-reader document support $5,000
Flyer and essential document translation $3,200
The FY 2021-22 Adopted Budget included new ongoing resources totaling $275,000 to support community
connections to budgeting. The bureau now has dedicated resources for a Community Budget Analyst, and
support for a comprehensive survey which includes culturally specific outreach workers to collect quantitative data
from underrepresented communities, as well as funding for qualitative data collection from underrepresented
communities. This survey is currently in the initial development phases as the Community Budget Analyst was
hired in the Fall of 2021. It is anticipated that the results of the Portland Insight Survey will be available in the Fall
of 2022 in advance of the FY 2023-24 Budget process.

Capital Assets & Intergenerational Equity
CBO’s only capital asset is the Citywide budgeting software, BFM. CBO’s current operating budget does provide
resources for support and maintenance of this system from the contracted vendor. The bureau has transferred
underspending on a one-time basis for future system replacements, however the financial downturn brought on by
the COVID-19 public health crisis required all citywide underspending to be needed to fill financial gaps. As such,
no transfer to prepare for future replacement occurred in FY 2019-20. In FY 2020-21 the bureau relied on
underspending to add to a contract for support of the software when the in-house administrator separated from
the City mid-year. It is unlikely the bureau will be able to resume this practice without a decision package to
approve additional ongoing base resources. It is estimated that future replacement cost are likely to exceed $1.5
million; it is unlikely the CBO will be able to save sufficient resources within existing appropriations for the entirety
of the future replacement, but CBO is committed to depositing as much funding as possible in the reserve to
preserve the intergenerational equity of this asset while minimizing disruption to service levels.

Measure Title

PM
2018-19
Actuals

PM
2019-20
Actuals

PM
2019-20
Target

PM
2020-21
Target

Strategic
Target
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Wherever possible, CBO endeavors to use disaggregated data in fiscal, policy,
and performance analysis and recommendations. CBO works with individual
bureaus to help identify opportunities and barriers to collecting meaningful
qualitative and quantitative data, and advocates for enterprise-wide support in
strengthening collection and use of data to help understand how different
populations access and experience City programs and services. CBO began
convening the Citywide Performance Advisory Committee, which provides for a
forum for citywide decision-making around performance data- this committee did
not meet over the last six months due to staffing turnover in the CBO. As the
Performance Analyst lead has been recently filled it is our plan to restart the PAC
meetings in the current budget year. In our role facilitating this group, we have
advocated for greater use of disaggregated data both on an individual and a
Citywide basis. For example, our new Citywide measures, constructed in concert
with the Performance Advisory Committee, include performance data for
neighborhood affordability, homeownership rates, and average wage all
disaggregated by race. We feature these data in the beginning of our annual
budget book.

Data Tracking
Methodology:

CBO’s FY 2022-23 Requested Budget includes in our base budget the recently
approved new ongoing funds to increase both the collection of data from
communities and the provision of information and resources to communities, with
an explicit focus on collecting and connecting with historically and currently
underrepresented voices. The bureau now has ongoing resources to support the
collection of data via the Portland Insights Survey, which was piloted in FY
2019-20 with a focus on collecting insights on City priorities and perspectives from
a statistically significant sampling of every demographic and region of Portland.
The bureau is excited to continue the work from FY 2018-19 and build upon the
findings from the initial pilot to reach even more individuals from underrepresented
communities. This information is critical in understanding for whom the City is
working, and for whom it is not. The funding as adopted will allow the bureau to
conduct this quantitative survey biennially, then utilize qualitative data collection
methods to understand critical issues better in underrepresented communities in
the off-year of the quantitative survey. CBO has recently hired the Community
Budget Analyst to lead this effort and expects the next Portland Insights Survey
data to be available in advance of the FY 2023-24 Budget development process.

Hiring, Retention, & Employment Outreach:
The CBO is a small bureau with 17.0 FTE, and any opportunity for recruitment for vacant positions presents
opportunities to ensure an equitable and inclusive hiring practice. The bureau recently separated, and filled more
than 40% of its authorized positions, totaling 6.0 FTE in less than six months. The demographics of the CBO
changes significantly based on the retention and hiring practices when these vacancies arise. Of the most recent
hires by the CBO, five out of six identify as a person of color. The OEHR dashboard has not been updated since
1/1/2021, and does not reflect the changed diversity in the CBO over the last year. The Small Bureaus Equity
Manager has participated on the hiring panels of most of our new hires and our bureau has integrated interview
questions about equity and anti-racism, and will continue to do so, to ensure that new staff have a strong
understanding and commitment to reducing disparities.
Retention and inclusion practices within the CBO are a continued area of focus through the prioritization of
professional development, ensuring resources, and opportunities for career support and training are included in
the base budget. CBO leadership is committed to building an inclusive work environment where team members
can bring their whole self into the workplace at the City.
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Contracting Opportunities
CBO has limited external contracts in any given year, but always first contacts D/M/W/ESB entities for any
opportunities that arise. CBO generally works with D/M/W/ESB vendors for facilitation of budget engagement and
going into FY 2022-23 Budget process for accessibility work on our written products. The submitted requested
budget does include the ongoing resources in support of the Portland Insights Survey, which contains contracted
expenses associated with the survey (approximately $135,000 annually). The prior contract utilized
subcontractors meeting the qualifications of D/M/W/ESB and it would be expected any contract solicitation would
seek out contractors in line with the City’s diversity goals.
The CBO has prioritized spending resources with small local vendors where possible. While these vendors may
not be part of the official D/M/W/ESB program the CBO strives to diversify its spending practices in small business
spending. It should be noted that the bureau has not been spending in the current FY on food and meeting
hospitality due to the COVID-19 public health crisis. When in-person activities resume it is expected the bureau
will resume this practice of supporting small local businesses.

Engaging Communities Most Impacted by Inequities
The CBO's mission is to provide transparent and unfiltered information to elected officials, bureaus, and the
public. A key component of the CBOs reviews and recommendations is the equity impacts identified during the
assessment of bureau budget proposals.
CBO is partnering with Bureau of Planning and Sustainability to leverage their resources supporting the Map App
where we are looking to add geographic and demographic information to budget comments and
recommendations provided by the community. This requested budget supports the continued efforts to leverage
city resources to capture community voice and share with the City Council.
CBO’s budget includes staff support for two important advisory bodies: the Portland Utility Board (PUB) and the
Citywide Community Budget Advisory Committee. The PUB program has both internal- and external-facing equity
impacts. Supporting the development and maintenance of inclusive Board processes, expanding outreach
through diverse channels for Board recruitment, ensuring Board members have an understanding and
commitment to equity, particularly racial equity, all contribute to internal facing equity. The current inability to
provide stipends is a significant constraint, reducing the Board’s ability to recruit for a diversity of lived experience
amongst Board members. The Board and support staff have prioritized the issue and are actively working to
address it and offer stipends.
The Community Budget Advisory Committee is comprised of five community members who advise Council during
all budget work sessions. In the past year, CBO has focused on recruiting more racially diverse membership, and
has enhanced training and support opportunities for new members to help participants feel empowered to
participate in budget conversations in a meaningful and impactful way. The CBO is in the process of working
through the selection of new members as three members are not continuing or been term-limited for FY 2022-23.
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Empowering Communities Most Impacted by Inequities
As an internal bureau with a small staff of analysts in the Budget & Economics Program there is limited bandwidth
and ability to engage in-person year-round in the community. At present, the bureaus best venue for this
engagement is through the Budget Advisory Committee where engaged community members provide
recommendations and input to the CBO’s priorities and areas for focus. Recently, the bureau was approved new
resources to add support for the Portland Insights Survey includes a community-focused budget analyst which
would provide year-round support for engagement and conversation on the City’s budget process, outcomes, and
program performance data. This position was recently filled, and the work is currently underway to complete the
Portland Insights Survey in advance of the FY 2023-24 Budget development process.
CBO staff also support the Portland Utility Board’s (PUB’s) focus on equity. As mentioned in response to earlier
questions in this document, the Board is taking various measures to address issues of internal equity and
empowerment, including addressing the need to be able to offer stipends to members. PUB’s external-facing
equity impacts are largely determined by whether the Board has effectively applied equity considerations to their
decision-making and development of recommendations. CBO staff work to ensure the Board has the additional
training, tools, skills, opportunities, and space to apply an equity lens to their work effectively. Racial equity is
identified in the Board’s current workplan as a core focus for all Board discussions and recommendations,
including the need to analyze current distribution of burdens and benefits as well as consideration of reparative
actions to address harm done by past and present inequities. The Board thus serves as an effective and efficient
avenue for the Bureaus and Commissioners-in-charge to get diverse community input, grounded in equity, on
budget and policy matters. This also aligns with CBO’s prioritization of basic racial equity training as a part of the
onboarding process for new members. With a committed Board, this also affords the opportunity to review, realign, and update the equity goals for PUB as identified in the CBO Racial Equity Plan adopted in 2016. Finally,
the Board proactively offers in every communication with the public, both email and web-based, translation,
interpretation, modifications, alternative formats, and accommodations for public participation.

Fiscal Year 2022-23 Requested Budget Council Priorities Template
BUREAU NAME: CITY BUDGET OFFICE
Instructions:
The Mayor’s guidance for FY 2022-23 Requested Budget development calls for bureaus to identify resource
level support in each of the four priority areas listed below. Bureaus are asked to very briefly (in 1-2
sentences) describe programs or services directly or indirectly related to each area; bureaus should use links to
program webpages or the Adopted Budget Book Volume 3 (Program Offers) for more detailed descriptions or
information. This information is meant to provide a one-stop, high-level summary on these key priority areas
and is in addition to other more detailed programmatic information you provide in your budget. Narrative
information for each priority area should be contained to one page (Up to 4 pages for all four priority areas).
Position and expense information provided may be an imprecise estimate based upon the way in which
bureau services are organized. Please describe nuances to the methodology used for these calculations at the
end of the narrative section.
Instructions are provided in italicized font in this document. Following these instructions, bureaus should draft
their own responses, eliminate italicized font, pdf and submit as part of requested budget submissions on
January 26th. This document should be submitted as a stand-alone pdf along with the excel template for
“Baselines and Benchmarks” If you have questions around this template, please reach out to your CBO
analyst or Christina Owen. Please note that the CBO is operating with minimal staff between December 27
and December 30th; we will respond to your needs as promptly as we can following the start of the year.

COMMUNITY SAFETY PRIORITY AREA

Key Financial Data on Community Safety

Related Programs & Services Description and Links
The City Budget Office’s mission is to provide timely and
transparent analysis and recommendations to the Council and
public while also facilitating the City’s annual and supplemental
budget processes. The CBO is a small office, with 15.0 FTE
assigned to the Budget and Economics Program Offer and staff
are assigned to review, analyze, and provide recommendations
for each City Bureau. At present, CBO estimates approximately
2.20 FTE and associated Personnel expenses of $330,394 are
dedicated to bureaus within the Public Safety Service Area.

FTE: 2.20
EXPENSES: $330,394
REVENUE: GENERAL FUND
RESOURCES
TYPE OF SERVICE: INDIRECT

The CBO conducts independent bureau program and financial analysis, and the public safety service area
represents over 2/3rds of the City’s General Fund discretionary resources. CBO reviews programs for financial
components, impact on communities served, programmatic performance, and frequently the analysts
identify alternative approaches to service delivery in light of a scarcity of resources. For example, the bureau
has reported on alternative response models in other agencies, both police and fire response types, in the
annual budget reviews. CBO also has resources for analysis of bureau reported performance measures and
data public safety bureau’s publish on their open data platforms. Data associated with workload (such as call
volume) and data specific to service response (crime data, response times, and geographic data) is provided
by public safety bureaus and is an important component of the analysis and recommendation of financial
proposals. Having resources for this work allows the bureau to highlight opportunities for Council
deliberation based on the desired outcomes and goals of the city for its delivery of public safety services.
Decision Packages
The City Budget Office does not have decision packages that would have direct impact to the Community
Safety Priority Area. CBOs two decision packages are geared towards citywide benefit through added capacity
for innovation and performance management. If approved, there is potential for impact, however it is not
quantifiable at time of submission for FY 2022-23.
Key Financial Data Methodology
Financial data is inclusive of an estimate of analyst time assigned to bureaus in this service area, plus
estimates of time for bureau leadership in their roles supporting cost and program analysis and
recommendations to City Council. This estimate does not breakout other supportive costs of the office, such
as facility space or technology.

HOUSING AND HOUSELESS SERVICES
Related Programs & Services Description and Links
This priority area includes staff time from the Budget and
Economics program and a portion of time from staff who
support the Portland Utility Board (PUB), which is funded
via interagency charges with utility bureaus. At present,
CBO estimates that approximately 1.75 FTE and
associated Personnel expenses of $274,375 are dedicated
to supporting Houseless and Houseless Services
programs in the City.

Key Financial Data on Housing and
Houseless Services

FTE: 1.75
EXPENSES: $274,375
REVENUE: GENERAL FUND AND
INTERAGENCY FUNDS
TYPE OF SERVICE: INDIRECT

The CBO conducts independent bureau program and
financial analysis, for bureau-specific issues and topic specific issues. Over the past year, and continuing into
the next fiscal year, the CBO anticipates allocating staff time to support the negotiation of the
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with Multnomah County for the services provided by the Joint Office of
Homeless Services (JOHS). In addition to discrete projects such as the IGA, the CBO reviews programs for
financial components, impact on communities served, programmatic performance, and provides reports and
briefings to Council members with issue overviews, findings and recommendations. This is an important
component of the reviews and recommendations for addressing housing need in the City, as multiple partner
agencies (Metro, Multnomah County) are also collecting resources and programing these resources to
support community members access to housing services. CBO analysts and leadership must keep up to speed
with the actions within the City’s control, but also the plans of other agencies in order to give a full breadth of
options to City Council for consideration. The bureau’s written analysis, Prior Year Performance Report, issuespecific briefings, and recommendations are available to Council during the development of the annual
budget and at the two supplemental budget opportunities. The Portland Utility Board continues to prioritize
housing and houseless services in their work on debt recovery, billing, and financial assistance, centering
those most impacted by the compounding impacts of the pandemic and systemic racism. The Board has also
engaged directly with both utility bureaus providing feedback on and support for engaging, as utility
bureaus, directly and creatively in addressing the issues of housing and houselessness.
Decision Packages
The City Budget Office does not have decision packages that would have direct impact to the Housing and
Houseless Services priority area. CBOs two decision packages are geared towards citywide benefit through
added capacity for innovation and performance management. If approved, there is potential for impact,
however it is not quantifiable at time of submission for FY 2022-23.
Key Financial Data Methodology
Financial data is inclusive of an estimate of analyst time assigned to bureaus in this service area, plus
estimates of time for bureau leadership in their roles supporting cost and program analysis and
recommendations to City Council. This estimate does not breakout other supportive costs of the office, such
as facility space or technology.

ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Related Programs & Services Description and Links
This priority area includes staff time from the Budget and
Economics program and a portion of time from staff who
support the Portland Utility Board (PUB), which is funded
via interagency charges with utility bureaus. At present,
CBO estimates that approximately 2.58 FTE and
associated Personnel expenses of $391,172 are
dedicated to the assessment and recommendations on
proposals and programs supporting Economic Recovery
in the City.

Key Financial Data on Economic
Recovery

FTE: 2.58
EXPENSES: $391,172
REVENUE: GENERAL FUND &
INTERAGENCY FUNDS
TYPE OF SERVICE: INDIRECT

The CBO conducts independent bureau program and
financial analysis, for bureau-specific issues and topic
specific issues. Several bureaus have the ability to foster
economic recovery in the City, most notable being: Bureau of Development Services, Prosper Portland, Office
of Management and Finance. Within the CBO, the City Economist advises on economic conditions, trends,
and forecasts that may impact revenue streams outside of General Fund discretionary sources. CBO also has
an Analyst III that is leading allocation process for American Rescue Plan Act Local Relief funds. Economic
recovery is a priority area that must include more than a financial component, because “who” is recovering,
“how fast” are they recovering and critical questions which require analysis and recommendations under the
context of the City’s core values of supporting financial sustainability and leading with equity. The CBO
analysts and leadership advise on both proposals received by bureaus in this priority area and on the larger
picture economic indicators throughout the fiscal year. The bureau’s written analysis, General Fund forecasts,
issue-specific briefings, and recommendations are available to Council during the development of the annual
budget and at the two supplemental budget opportunities. The Portland Utility Board continues to prioritize
economic recovery in their work on debt recovery, billing, and financial assistance, including the prior Small
Business Program for Utility Relief; City procurement practices; multi-faceted workforce issues; and other
issues, centering those most impacted by the compounding impacts of the pandemic and systemic racism.
Decision Packages
The City Budget Office does not have decision packages that would have direct impact to the Economic
Recovery priority area. CBOs two decision packages are geared towards citywide benefit through added
capacity for innovation and performance management. If approved, there is potential for impact, however it
is not quantifiable at time of submission for FY 2022-23.
Key Financial Data Methodology
Financial data is inclusive of an estimate of analyst time assigned to bureaus in this service area, plus
estimates of time for bureau leadership in their roles supporting cost and program analysis and
recommendations to City Council. This estimate does not breakout other supportive costs of the office, such
as facility space or technology.

LIVABILITY
Related Programs & Services Description and Links

Key Financial Data on Livability

FTE: 3.63

For the purposes of this exercise, CBO is defining this
EXPENSES: $679,709
issue area as supporting clean, healthy and vibrant
neighborhoods. This specific performance area has
REVENUE: GENERAL FUND
additional staff allocation due to the recent addition of
RESOURCES
resources to support the Portland Insights Survey, which
seeks community member feedback on all services in the
TYPE OF SERVICE: INDIRECT
City. At present, CBO estimates approximately 3.63 FTE
and associated personnel and contracted expenses of
$679,709 are dedicated to the assessment and recommendations on proposals and programs supporting
Livability in the City.
The CBO conducts independent bureau program and financial analysis, for bureau-specific issues and topic
specific issues, plus the Portland Insights Survey where qualitative and quantative data is solicited from
community members specific to satisfaction with living in the City. In addition to programs within the City’s
General Fund, such as Parks and Transportation, CBO also includes the Portland Water Bureau and Bureau of
Environmental Services as the delivery of clean drinking water and sanitary sewer services are important
components of what makes Portland a livable and ideally, an affordable City. The Portland Insights Survey will
be conducted in FY 2022-23, for the first time since FY 2018-19 and this survey gathers data specific to City
services with focus on data gathered from historically underserved populations to provide information for
Council as they assess proposals throughout the year. Multiple factors of policy and programing impact
livability in the City, and CBO conducts analysis and provides recommendations under the context of the
City’s core values of supporting financial sustainability and leading with equity. The bureau’s written analysis,
performance reporting, issue-specific briefings, and recommendations are available to Council during the
development of the annual budget and at the two supplemental budget opportunities.
Decision Packages
The City Budget Office does not have decision packages that would have direct impact to the Livability
priority area. CBOs two decision packages are geared towards citywide benefit through added capacity for
innovation and performance management. If approved, there is potential for impact, however it is not
quantifiable at time of submission for FY 2022-23.
Key Financial Data Methodology
Financial data is inclusive of an estimate of analyst time assigned to bureaus in this service area, plus
estimates of time for bureau leadership in their roles supporting cost and program analysis and
recommendations to City Council. This estimate does not breakout other supportive costs of the office, such
as facility space or technology.

Service Coordination Areas Geographic Information

The Mayor’s Budget guidance calls for bureaus to “identify their geographic service area(s), identify service
offerings by area and how offerings are evaluated for effectiveness.” This should be inclusive of the annual
information provided to the City Budget Office for geo‐ budgeting or ‘budget mapping’ work.
Some services are difficult to map geographically. Please share limitations to being able tie your bureaus
services to geographic regions in the appropriate section below. Bureaus with geographically bound
expenditures should be prepared to share their available services and/or investment data with the Budget
Office in order to enhance and improve the City’s collection, communication, and understanding of
investments by neighborhood.

HOW DOES YOUR OFFICE OR BUREAU COLLECT DATA ON, KEEP TRACK
OF, OR MONITOR SERVICE DELIVERY WITHIN DEFINED GEOGRAPHIC
BOUNDARIES?
Current Geographic Collection of Service and/or Budget Data
As an indirect service provider, it is highly challenging to map the direct work of the City Budget Office. This
has been the standard applied to indirect service providers for budget mapping for many years. However,
CBO produces budget maps and service maps for other bureau services and CBO maintains the datasets on
the website for public use. Additionally, CBO collects geographic information on capital projects and plans as
part of the budget development and reporting process. CBO is working with the Mayor’s Office to investigate
expanding current budget mapping efforts on behalf of the City.
Geographic Boundaries Used
As part of our current budget mapping exercise, the budget office uses as a base the City’s District Coalition
Map – which is a grouping of neighborhood associations – but modifies this data set by pulling out the
Central City as it’s own geography due to the number of central services provided in the Central City Core
area.
Challenges and Limitations to Geographic Budgeting
When it comes to mapping the Budget Office’s direct work, the most notable challenge is that the CBO’s
primary role is to facilitate a transparent and financial sustainable budget process which is citywide in nature
and difficult to ascribe to geographies. The bureau does assess requests for new resources, reductions to
programs, and base budget submissions through a geographic lens (who is served, where are the services
delivered).
CBO is well positioned to be the central managing agency of budget mapping for bureau services. Current
limitations to expanding current practices include a lack of commonly used geographic boundaries by
bureaus and a lack of the data infrastructure to quickly and easily pull data by geography. Current budget
mapping practices involve a fair amount of manual data cleaning and are time inefficient to expand. Efforts to
expand and standardized data tracking, reporting, and sharing practices and use of common geographic
boundaries will assist in our ability to expand the use of budget mapping.

Budget & Economics
PM ID

Measure Title

BO_0001

% of City KPMs with positive year over year

BO_0003

Annual R/R/R funding gap (Citywide)

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

N/A

60%

39%

15%

50%

$475,000,000

N/A

$513,000,000

N/A

3.14

3.50

N/A

4.00

35,142

9,562

50,000

N/A

80,000

67%

N/A

67%

N/A

90%

$8,300,000

$63,608,856

$10,000,000

N/A

$10,000,000

$

520,000,000

0

BO_0005

CBO Customer Service Rating

BO_0008

CBO budget process work products website views

BO_0009

Citywide asset condition summary

BO_0010

General Fund Excess Ending Balance (forecast)

BO_0015

Net change in printed output when compared to FY 201920 output

0

-75%

-20%

N/A

-50%

BO_0016

Number of bureau performance measures using Insights
Survey data

3

N/A

3

N/A

10

859

687.00

N/A

N/A

420

BO_0017

Number of bureau decision packages (Requested
Budget, BMP, OEO) analyzed in budget & monitoring
processes

BO_0018

Number of Council Agenda items on Council Calendar
reviewed for financial impact

N/A

NA

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name
Personnel

1,214

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

1,200

2021-22 Revised
Budget

2022-23 Request - V52 - 2022-23 Request - V52 with
No DP
DP

2,095,773

1,928,280

2,313,850

2,364,378

3,155,165

External Materials and Services

115,491

295,911

409,621

515,950

736,711

Internal Materials and Services

231,696

395,720

345,795

371,444

386,444

Capital Outlay
Expense

1,056

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

160,674

0

0

0

0

2,603,634

2,619,912

3,069,266

3,251,772

4,278,320

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised
Budget

2022-23 Request - V52 - 2022-23 Request - V52 with
No DP
DP

FTE

NA

16

14

0

15

20

FTE

Sum:

16

14

0

15

20

Performance
Measure Cd

BO_0001

BO_0003

BO_0005

BO_0008

BO_0009

Measure Name

% of City KPMs with positive year over year

Annual R/R/R funding gap (Citywide)

CBO Customer Service Rating

CBO budget process work products website views

Citywide asset condition summary

Cost Per Service
Provided (if
Services per FTE
available)
(if available)

NA

NA

NA

$

NA

Measure Description or Data Limitations

NA

This measure tracks progress towards acheiving all Key Performance Measures
across the city, which includes several different types of metrics. From a costing
standpoint, the 'cost of service' could be the entire City budget. Dividing the City
budget by KPMs or outcomes is likely untenable as the Key Performance
Measures across the City all have different metrics and methodologies so could
not be combined into one methodology.

NA

This measure reports the City's known gaps in Replacement/Repair/Reserves to
support asset infrastructure across multiple bureaus with multiple funding
sources. The measure in itself quantifies a funding issue. It may be possible to
compare this figure to current investments acorss bureaus and funds to get a
better sense of what it would take to flatten the curve of increased cost, but that
would take more time than what we have for this exercise.

NA

This measure reports a customer service ranking from bureuas on a 1-4 scale.
CBO funding or FTE and customer service is not necessarily directly correlated,
so calculating a 'cost per customer service point score' would likely not be a
reliable metric.

0.01 NA

NA

In the past two years, CBO's website experienced an average of over 22,300
views. This measure attempts to show the interest in and access to budget office
work products. When divided by the program's budget, the cost per website hit
can be quantified at $0.01/view. While we know the number of website hits, this
measure does not necessarily communicate the value of information read to
viewers, which is a limitation. A better indicator of cost per services delivered
may be collecting the total number of content of CBO analysts and dividing by
the bureau's operating budget. There is no correlation between the number of
FTE in the CBO and the number of website views, so this is reported as NA.

This measure centrally reports the overall condition of assets at the City as a
measure of both the condition of critical Citywide infrastructure as well as
financial health. We would like to see 90% of our assets in good or better
condition. It is very difficult to ascribe a 'cost per percentage point' as different
assets across the City cost different amounts to get into 'good condition'.
However, we can likely do more work in concert with the Citywide Asset
Managers Group to provide information on both current asset condition
investments and what it would take to increase asset condition on an asset-type
basis, provided more time and focused capacity.

BO_0010

BO_0015

BO_0016

BO_0017

BO_0018

General Fund Excess Ending Balance (forecast)

NA

Net change in printed output when compared to FY 201920 output
NA

Number of bureau performance measures using Insights
Survey data

Number of bureau decision packages analyzed and/or
processed in budget & monitoring processes

Number of Council Agenda items on Council Calendar
reviewed for financial impact

$

NA

This measure demonstrates the program's ability to accurately forecast ending
balance which strengthens planning purposes. The General Fund forecast is
predominately maintained and produced by 1.0 FTE, the City Economist.
However, there is no relationship to the number of FTE, size of excess balance,
or size of CBOs budget to report on this data point.

NA

CBO is assessing its business practices with respect to climate goals, and taking
steps to reduce consumption of resources by changing processes. This measure
tracks paper consumption as a percentage reduction from prior years base
starting point. Increased funding and FTE have very little impact on this measure
as it relates more to process design and deliverable improvements, thus this
metric would not be compelling as a cost per service or FTE per service metric.

91,667 3 measures/FTE

This measure can be calculated, however there is a very small data set at
present, and the cost/measure is not reflective of the expressed desire of Council
to restart the City's Annual Survey- the Portland Insights Survey. Three bureaus
reported performance measures using FY 2018-19 data, and as the survey has
not been conducted at this time, it is not feasible to have recent cost per service
calculations. There is 1.0 FTE dedicated to providing the Portland Insights
Survey.

$

This metric shows an estimate the cost per budget decision package which CBO
reviews and/or processes as part of the annual budget development process and
three supplemental budget processes. The calculation assumes that the entire
program spends about 20% of its time annually reviewing and processing
decision packages, which may be a high estimate. Limitations include the fact
that some decision packages are much more complex than others and involve
multiple decision points, so the number of decision packages does not
necessarily correlate directly to time spent. A better data set would need to be
developed to capture hours and hourly rate for time on reviews. The average
number of decision packages reviewed and processed by analysts last year was
approximately 86, which is developed by taking the number of decision packages
86 packages per (687) and dividing by the number of analysts helping with decision package
763 analyst
review (8).

$

This metric shows an estimate of the cost per CBO financial review of legislative
items considered by the Council. This metric is calculated by estimating the
amount of time staff spend on this weekly task, multiplying that by the entire
program budget, and dividing that dollar figure by the 1,214 council agenda items
considered last year. As with the above item, a more precise measure could be
developed that tracks staff time on this review process. Last year, each analyst
was responsible for reviewing an average of 152 calendar items.

152 calendar
65 items per analyst

Portland Utility Board Support
PM ID

Measure Title

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

BO_0012

Annual number of Portland Utility Board meetings held

BO_0013

Number of inquiries about Public Utility Board work from
the public

BO_0014

Percent of PUB members who have received equity
training

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name

20

45

12

N/A

12

32

54

18

N/A

25

70%

88%

100%

N/A

100%

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised
Budget

Personnel
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services

Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

2022-23 Request - V52 - 2022-23 Request - V52 with
No DP
DP

163,823

186,243

250,054

259,913

259,913

1,743

178

18,700

20,000

20,000

31

1,490

63,734

64,453

64,453

165,597

187,912

332,488

344366

344366

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised
Budget

2022-23 Request - V52 - 2022-23 Request - V52 with
No DP
DP

FTE

NA

2

2

0

2

2

FTE

Sum:

2

2

0

2

2

Performance
Measure Cd

Measure Name

Cost Per Service
Provided (if
Services per FTE
available)
(if available)

BO_0012

Annual number of Portland Utility Board meetings held

NA

NA

BO_0013

Number of inquiries about Public Utility Board work from
the public

NA

NA

BO_0014

Percent of PUB members who have received equity
training

NA

NA

Measure Description or Data Limitations
While it is possible to provide a cost per meeting calculation, it would not
communicate meaningful programmatic outputs or outcomes.
This metric attempts to show level of interest from the public in the work of the
PUB. As one indicator of PUB success, it is not advised to attempt to divide this
measure by program costs.
This measure does not lend itself well to a cost per service or FTE per service
calcluation. Primary costs would come in the form of volunteer time dedicated to
training.

